
 

Stack Rock Trail 

The Mountain Home Ranger District and City of Boise completed construction of a new trail 
connection from the Stack Rock Trailhead into the Ridge to Rivers Trail system. Construction of the 
new trail connection to Stack Rock Trail began May 22, 2019 and was completed by late summer of 
2019. 

The Stack Rock trail is an awesome intermediate-level day hike with lots of shade. Beginning from 
the trailhead about 13 miles up Bogus Basin Road (look for a gravel pull-out on your left), the Stack 
Rock trail winds through the beautiful pine trees. The trail leads to Stack Rock, an imposing granite 
tower with amazing 360 degree views of the Treasure Valley, Horseshoe Bend, and beyond. 

Recently installed signage makes the trail easy to follow. There’s one section of logging road but the 
rest is mostly single-track goodness. At about 9 miles out and back, this is not a beginner hike, but it’s 
relatively flat and not too strenuous. The trail is primarily used for hiking, rock climbing, and bird 
watching and is best used from April until October. Dogs are also able to use this trail. 



 

https://goo.gl/maps/2VidFTU6UNTuFSUx5 

Better trailer parking up in the Bogus Basin parking lot, using Eastside trail head. 

 

https://goo.gl/maps/2VidFTU6UNTuFSUx5


 

https://boisetrails.com/trail/stack-rock-hike/   MAP 

 

The Stack Rock trail is an awesome intermediate-level day hike with lots 

of shade. Beginning from the trailhead about 13 miles up Bogus Basin Road 

(look for a gravel pull-out on your left), the Stack Rock trail winds through 

the sweet, sweet pine trees. The trail leads to Stack Rock, an imposing 

granite tower with amazing 360 degree views of the Treasure Valley, 

Horseshoe Bend, and beyond. Recently installed signage makes the trail 

easy to follow. There’s one section of logging road but the rest is mostly 

singletrack goodness. At about 9 miles out and back, this is not a beginner 

hike, but it’s relatively flat and not too strenuous. 

https://boisetrails.com/trail/stack-rock-hike/
https://boisetrails.com/trail/stack-rock-loop/

